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Abstract

In this paper, we present the Vis Repligogy framework that enables conducting replication studies in the class. Replication studies are crucial to strengthening the data visualization field and ensuring its foundations are solid and methods accurate. Although visualization researchers acknowledge the epistemological significance of replications and their necessity to establish trust and reliability, the field has made little progress to support the publication of such studies and, importantly, provide methods to the community to encourage replications. Therefore, we contribute Vis Repligogy, a novel framework to systematically incorporate replications within visualization course curricula that not only teaches students replication and evaluation methodologies but also results in executed replication studies. These courses resulted in a total of five replication studies. Finally, we reflect on our experience implementing the Vis Repligogy framework to provide useful recommendations for future use. We envision this framework will encourage instructors to conduct replications in their courses, help facilitate more replications in visualization pedagogy and in research, and support a culture shift towards reproducible research. Supplemental materials of this paper are available at https://osf.io/ncb6d/.

1. Introduction

Data visualization is a young and growing field with many unresolved, debated, and unstated theories, methods, and guidelines that are yet to be tested, validated, and strengthened. The rapidly growing popularity of the field has instigated many institutions to offer visualization courses, resulting in more students and therefore, more visualization researchers. Historically, visualization researchers rarely question or evaluate previously published literature (e.g., [KH18,MD20]). Kosara postulates that the field is “an empire built on sand” and that more replication studies are needed to strengthen its foundations and advance visualization towards being a real science [Kos16]. A replication study is a method to evaluate, validate, and expand the findings of a prior study by repeating it using the original, modified, or alternative approach [HS-BAGS14,WEHE20]. Replication studies are the gold standard for investigating the credibility, rigor, and generalizability of previously published research [FS12,GL18]. These studies are said to be “at the heart of any science” [Lan90] as they enable building a reliable body of cumulative knowledge in any research paradigm (e.g., [BID*14,ACDF*13]).

Although researchers widely acknowledge the epistemological significance of replications, these studies remain underappreciated and disintentional as original and not contributing anything new in most research fields (e.g., [SM18,HMS16]). Replications are perceived to carry less weight than novel research in most publication venues and are, therefore, extremely hard to publish (e.g., [Kos16,KH18,WCRC14]). This pattern has led to a replication crisis in physics [BI15], psychology [Col15], and HCI (e.g., [EH18,Kom22,WEHE20]) where the community fails to replicate prior studies independently. Failure to address this crisis means a field cannot trust its theories, methods, and assumptions.

There have been some efforts to make studies more replicable through encouragement to share research artifacts like data and source code...
We also contribute and recommend incorporating replication studies within visualization course curricula. In summary, in this paper we contribute and present two case studies as proof of concept—two graduates in the field of data visualization and no endeavors have been made to incorporate replication studies in the classroom has been shown to benefit both students and the community in fields that overlap with data visualization (e.g., [WBB19, WBB19, HSB19, SGL14, SGL14]). Such efforts never permeated the field of data visualization and no endeavors have been made to incorporate these efforts from other fields into the field of visualization. Therefore, our research question is: “How can we leverage visualization learners to conduct and report more replication studies to validate theory?”

To address this research question and to take the first step toward a culture in the visualization field where replications are prevalent and appreciated, we contribute Vis Repligogy: a framework to incorporate replication studies within visualization course curricula. Besides getting hands-on practice with conducting replication studies and research in general, students learn the importance of replication studies and transparency in research through open-science practices. The aim of the framework is to motivate and teach learners and researchers to conduct replication studies—but not necessarily produce publishable work. As conducting replications in the classroom has been shown to benefit both students and the community in fields that overlap with data visualization (e.g., [HSA18, WBB19, H14, SGL14]), we anticipate similar benefits through incorporation of the Vis Repligogy framework into visualization courses. We present two case studies as proof of concept—two graduate courses that utilized the Vis Repligogy framework and had students conduct replication studies to validate prior work. Finally, we reflect on our experience of implementing the framework and provide additional actionable recommendations to support and encourage instructors to conduct replications in their courses. In summary, in this paper we contribute the Vis Repligogy framework, including four implementation models and a detailed step-by-step implementation process for systematically incorporating replication studies within visualization course curricula. We also contribute reflections on implementations of Vis Repligogy, and recommendations for future implementations of the framework.

2. Related Works

2.1. Replication Studies in HCI and Data Visualization

Replications are a key method for evaluating the credibility and validity of previous research (e.g., [FS12, GL18]). Replications are classified under different terminologies. In this paper, we adhere to the terminology consistent with Schmidt [Sch16] and Brandt et al. [BID14] where exact replications are conducted by the original authors [Sch16], close replications are independent replications by other researchers aiming to replicate the original study as closely as possible [BID14], and conceptual replications build upon the original research [Sch16]. The practice of replicating previous studies is uncommon in the field of HCI [WCRC14], as researchers are incentivized to publish novel research [HSB14, WCRC14]. It is documented that the field of HCI contains very few replications [HSB14, GB08]. Data visualization is similar, with a publication culture that makes it difficult to publish replication studies and thus makes replications rare [KH18, HSA14]. Sukumar and Metoyer [SM18] point out that most visualization replications are published in non-visualization venues and highlight the dire need for more replications in the field. To address this need, we contribute Vis Repligogy for rapidly conducting replication studies in a classroom and provide alternative incentives, i.e., pedagogy, to encourage more studies in visualization.

2.2. Teaching Replication Studies in the Classroom

Conducting replication studies in the classroom, including studies of publishable quality, is an existing concept in the fields of psychology (e.g., [WBB19, HSA18, dLAL19, HSD19]), cognitive science [dLAL19], and economics [H14]. For example, de Leeuw et al. [dLAL19] integrated replications into a cognitive science research methods course for undergraduates and reported many benefits, including increased student interest, development of research skills, and appreciation for sound research practices. Wagge et al. [WBB19] reports a meta-analysis of nine student replications of a single study using the Collaborative Replications and Education Project (CREP). CREP aims to produce high-quality direct replications by training psychology students and having them conduct replication projects in their classrooms that are then crowdsourced for meta-analyses. Course replication curricula include replications as a lab component [HSA18, HSD19], for programming and statistics [HSD19], best practices of research [HSD19], and HCI methods [WIt13]. In the field of psychology, there is a growing interest in teaching and conducting replication studies in undergraduate and graduate courses [FS12, WBL19, SGL14] and many have highlighted and demonstrated the benefits this practice has on both pedagogy and the research community (e.g., [SGL14, FS12]). To our knowledge, no prior work or pedagogical methods for teaching replication studies in visualization courses exist. Frameworks like CREP requires a lot of resources and logistical support, something that is not well suited as a starting point for the visualization community that is struggling with conducting replications in the first place. To encourage more replication studies in visualization, we contribute the Vis Repligogy Framework, which, unlike similar frameworks in other fields [HSA18], is more robust and provides a detailed step-by-step guide to conduct replications in the classroom.

3. Vis Repligogy Framework

This section presents the Vis Repligogy Framework for conducting replications as part of course curricula. The framework consists of a set of implementation models (shown in Fig. 2) and a process model (Fig. 3).
Typical course timeline:

- **Course Preparation**
- **Pilot + Full Replication Study**
- **Review/Conference Publication**

**Model 1: Teach + Publish**

- Course Preparation
- Pilot + Full Replication Study
- Review/Conference Publication

**Model 2: Teach + Disseminate + Post Publish**

- Course Preparation
- Pilot Replication Study
- Reviewed Preprint
- Follow-up for full study
- Journal/Conference Publication

**Model 3: Teach + Disseminate**

- Course Preparation
- Pilot Replication Study
- Reviewed Preprint

**Model 4: Teach**

- Course Preparation
- Pilot Replication Study

Figure 2: Vis Repligogy Framework Implementation Models for integrating replications in a visualization course. Figure (not to scale) shows the course timeline for each of the four models. The asterisks * beside publications indicate that we cannot guarantee this outcome.

### 3.1. Implementation Models

We contribute four models (Fig. 2) of the Vis Repligogy framework. Each model incorporates replication studies within a visualization course curriculum with different rigors, durations, benefits, and end goals. Instructors can choose the appropriate model to implement in their class based on their goal, class nature, number of students, and feasibility of implementation.

**Typical semester timeline**: Before delineating the four implementation models, we define some of the terminologies used throughout the paper. Based on a 3-semester-per-year typical American university system (i.e., Fall, Spring, and Summer terms), a typical semester duration (shown in Fig. 2) is approximately 15 to 18 weeks and consists of around 48 hours total class time. The pre-semester duration of a course is the time required to prepare and plan a course. The amount of time needed for this preparation will largely depend on the expertise and experience of the instructor and will take days to weeks. Besides an instructor’s expertise on the course topics, the pre-semester duration will also vary depending on whether they have previously taught the course, implemented a course with Vis Repligogy, read the papers to select for a study/studies to replicate, planned the assignments previously so as to provide adequate theoretical and statistical support to students in their replication projects, and determined what type of IRB protocol to use. IRBs, or Institutional Review Boards, or more generally known as Ethics Review Boards examine research projects to make sure they abide by relevant laws, uphold generally recognized ethical standards, adhere to institutional norms, and protect study subjects as required. An optional post-semester wrap-up typically takes around a week but can take up to months if follow-up studies are involved (as in Model 2 in Fig. 2).

**Model 1: Teach + Publish** is aimed at teaching and conducting publication-quality replication studies. In this model, the students under the supervision of the teaching staff, conduct both a pilot study (if applicable) and a full replication study within the duration of the course. The pilot (small-scale preliminary study) is optional and should take up no more than one-third of the semester and the remainder of the time should be allocated to run the full study. The end goal of the course project is submission to a journal or conference publication which means that the student projects need to be reviewed thoroughly by the instructor and the teaching assistant(s). Publication, however, is not a guarantee and this is indicated by the asterisks * in Fig. 2. Compared to a typical course timeline (shown in Fig. 2), this model has a longer course preparation duration to provide the instructor with adequate time to prepare to run full replication studies during the semester. Course preparation time can be used to prepare necessary assignments, materials, and resources to support the students in their replication project(s) and this will largely depend on the focus of the course and what needs to be taught/covered. It should also be used to apply for full IRB study protocol approvals and to make arrangements to initiate the study participant recruitment process(es).

**Model 2: Teach + Disseminate + Post Publish** is aimed at teaching, disseminating, and then following up post-semester to conduct the full study towards the goal of publication. It should be noted that only the high-quality replication pilots from the given course should be disseminated and pursued for full study execution post-semester. The difference between this model and a typical course timeline is the longer post-semester duration for full-publication activities. During the semester, this model only aims to run a pilot/preliminary replication study and disseminate only the reviewed preprint(s) of the high-quality replication project(s). With this model, instructors will inform the students during the semester of the opportunity to conduct a full follow-up of the replication project(s). Interested students can participate in this follow-up full study and work towards potential publication. We acknowledge that running full studies with students post-semester may not be viable in many cases. Students may not be available to commit the time needed for the full study or may simply not be interested. However, if students are interested but do not have the time to commit to the full study, it should be noted that it is not necessary that the follow-up study take place immediately after the semester ends. The follow-up study could be conducted anytime after the semester ends which provides more flexibility to the students’ busy schedules. If applicable and possible, these post semester follow-up can also be funded by the instructor to provide external motivation to the students. In cases where no student is available to conduct the follow-up studies, the instructor can simply migrate to Model 3 of the framework.

**Model 3: Teach + Disseminate** is aimed at teaching and dissemi-
nating reviewed (and possibly winnowed) high-quality pilot replication studies. This model is the same as Model 2 with the exception of not having a follow-up post-semester for full publication. The end goal of this model is just to disseminate reviewed and possibly winnowed preprint(s) with relevant keywords. Therefore, Model 3 can be fully implemented within a typical course timeline.

Model 4: Teach aims only to teach students about replications and how to execute them. This model, like Model 3, can be implemented within a typical course timeline. The pedagogy in this and the other models can include how to conduct replication studies, the values of practicing open science, and overall best practices of ethical and sound study design and research practices. The students gain hands-on experience in research and appreciate the value of replicable studies [SGL∗14,FS12]. Although this model can be applied to other study disciplines, data visualization courses should scope the course materials to visualization-related topics and research that are relevant to the focus of their course.

Beyond the immediate deliverables of each model and pedagogical learning objectives, the framework has additional motivation and impact. Teaching replications in class have been reported to benefit both the students and the research community (e.g., [SGL∗14,FS12]). Models 1 and 2 enable students to potentially publish and also train them in academic writing. All of the models have the potential to directly benefit the research community by either publishing replications (Models 1 and 2) or disseminating reviewed high-quality preprints of pilot replications (Models 2 and 3) to its corpus of knowledge. These models (Models 1, 2, and 3) also provide intrinsic motivation to the students since the stakes of their project(s) go beyond just a course grade. Although Model 4 ranks the lowest in terms of the impact on the research community, we assert based on our own experience and the experience of others in psychology, that this model will indirectly benefit the research community by teaching and instilling the importance of replications, and the value of sound research practices (such as open sharing of research artifacts), amongst the next generation of researchers who will go on to become more cognizant of these issues (e.g., [SGL∗14,FS12]).

3.2. Framework Implementation Process

To make the framework models actionable, here we contribute a detailed implementation process with step-by-step guidelines (Fig. 3) on how an instructor can implement the Vis Repligogy Framework in their course. The framework implementation process is based on our experience, reflection, and lessons learned and is inspired by the potential models for replication in the classroom by Hawkins et al. 2018 [HSA∗18]. Instructors can use the provided process guidelines to make informed decisions about how to conduct the replications in their classes.

Step 1: Choose a Level of Course – The first step is to determine the level of the course from the following options: (1) A non-introductory/advanced course, or (2) An introductory course. Either course type can be focused on a specific visualization topic (e.g., “evaluations”) or a general topic (e.g., “information visualization”).

Step 2: Choose Level of Students – The level of the course selected will determine the level of the students in the course. We define the student experience levels as follows: Experienced/advanced graduate students (i.e., at least 2 years of post-graduate education and research experience), novice graduate students (i.e., in their first or second year with little or no research experience), advanced undergraduate students (i.e., within the last one or two years of their degree program with possibly some research experience), and novice undergraduates (i.e., minimal to no prior experience in computer science typical within the first one or two years of the degree program). A graduate student is someone with an undergraduate qualification and can either be a Masters or PhD student. As presented in Fig. 3, these student levels are grouped together in combinations to line up appropriately with the different framework models.

Note that for an advanced course, instructors can choose a combination of advanced/novice graduates and undergraduates (Step 2 in Fig. 3), although choosing advanced/novice undergraduates is highly unlikely. We recommend instructors carefully assess the background (students’ degree programs and research experience) and expertise (relevant technical and soft skills) of advanced/novice undergraduates if they wish to include them in such courses or override prerequisites for special cases. For an introductory course, a combination of novice graduates and novice/advanced undergraduates can be chosen. In general, the course prerequisites (i.e., minimum required skills or previously completed courses required to take the course) can serve as an effective filter to enroll students with the minimum level of skills/background needed for the course (e.g., previous statistics or experimental methods course).

Step 3: Choose Appropriate Model – The next step is to identify the appropriate implementation model (Fig. 2). If advanced graduate students are selected in Step 2, then Models 1 or 2 are recommended. Although Models 3 and 4 could also be selected with an advanced student population, we recommend aspiring to contribute more replication studies to the visualization community by selecting Models 1 or 2.

If a combination of novice/advanced graduates and advanced undergraduates is selected, then either Model 2 or 3 are the recommended choices. Model 4 technically can be chosen but is not recommended here for the same reasons explained previously (shown with a thin line in Fig. 3). We caution against implementation of Model 1 as novice graduates and advanced undergraduates may not have the research skills or experience to successfully conduct a replication within a semester although there is evidence of such instances in the field of psychology [WBB∗19,FS12].

If a combination of novice graduate and novice/advanced undergraduates is chosen, then we recommend choosing Model 4. For undergraduate students, the arrow in Fig. 3 is dashed because although a common practice in psychology, we want to exercise caution since this concept is new in visualization pedagogy. Models 1 and 2 are not provided as options here because novice students will likely find it too overwhelming to conduct full or even pilot replications with high stakes of disseminating or possibly publishing them. However, with a combination of novice graduates and novice/advanced undergraduates, Model 3 may be attempted with caution.

Step 4: Choose Mode of Paper Selection – In this step, the instructor selects a mode of paper selection. Students can work on the replication projects individually or in groups depending on the total number of students, and the complexity of the replication project(s). In the first method, students/groups select a replication project based on their interest and the instructor approves based on the focus and learning objectives of the class and also the feasibility, suitability, and need for replication for that particular work to the scientific community. This method is most suitable for Model 1 with advanced graduate students. It may also work for Models 2 and 3, with a mix of novice and advanced graduates and undergraduates, but the novices may find...
it difficult to choose a study on their own (thinner arrow in Fig. 3). This method enables students to pick a study they are motivated to conduct and have more ownership. Additionally, if each student/group replicates a different study or conducts different replications of the same study, a greater quantity of replications are completed with great contribution to the community.

The second method is where the instructor selects one replication paper for all students/groups to replicate. This method is suitable for all 4 models. For Models 1, 2, and 3, multiple replications of the same study can result in cumulative evaluation and possible meta-analyses, although results from Model 3 will not be as rigorous as Models 1 and 2. The choice of replicating only one study also provides degrees of freedom to have different types and levels of replications (exact, conceptual, or close [BID*14] or a mix of those), and different experimental procedures to rigorously evaluate the study selected. This method also allows for more manageable grading and support for students, especially for larger classes or complex studies, as everyone will replicate the same study, and collective instructions will benefit all groups and save time. This method has great potential benefit to the community as it can run a single study multiple times, and possibly in multiple ways.

In the third method, the instructor makes a shortlist of the potential replication papers based on the learning objectives and focus of the class and the students/groups select based on their interests. We caution against using this with Model 4 as novice students might find it difficult to make an informed decision regarding which study to choose. This method results in a greater number of different replication studies and gives both the instructor more control as well as some sense of independent choice for the students.

Step 5: Choose Paper(s) to Replicate – When determining paper(s) to replicate in the class, considerations to balance research and pedagogy need to be kept in mind. This is indicated in Fig. 3 as the “First Screening of the papers” in Step 5. If a paper checks-off the first 9 checkboxes in Fig. 3, only then can it be considered to be replicated in the class. These criteria include meeting the course’s focus and learning objectives, aligning with the expertise and background of the teaching staff and students, feasibility of replication within the constraints of the class, relevance for the class and the community as a whole, and whether replicating the paper will benefit and inform the research community.

Other considerations in the first screening (shown in Step 5 of Figure 3) are left at the discretion of the instructor. Based on the focus and learning objectives of the course, the need and feasibility...
of replication, instructors can choose old seminal or new cutting-edge papers to replicate. As a starting point, they can refer to the research questions pointed out by Robert Kosara [Kos16] or the 16 replication studies listed by Sukumar and Metoyer [SM18]. Also, it solely depends on the instructor what skills they want the students to gain, and based on that they can choose a paper with all, partial, or no open materials. For example, if the instructor wants the students to easily conduct an exact/close replication then they should select papers with all of the study materials available. If the objective is to teach students research independence and critical thinking as well as instill the values of open science for replicable studies, then the instructor could choose paper(s) with unavailable or partially available materials. Student level and expertise should also be kept in mind when determining the trade-off between instructor control versus student independence. The type of paper chosen, its complexity, and the amount of its research artifacts openly available will influence these objectives directly and should be handled with caution, especially when the student population includes novices.

After the first screening, the instructor determines the type of study in the second part of Step 5. They select and check off the type of analyses, what is being evaluated, the total duration, and the environment of the study. If the study involves human subjects, then they will move on to the third part of Step 5. This checklist inquires about the environment of the study and the number and type of participants. Determining these will make it easier for the instructor to assess the fit and feasibility of executing the study in the class, and will aid in devising an appropriate IRB application in Step 6. If the chosen paper is not a good fit, this step can be iterated with alternative options.

Step 6: IRB/Ethical Considerations – Studies involving human subjects require IRB approval. Although IRB standards may differ across universities, we recommend applying for IRB approval well in advance during the pre-semester period, especially for models that aim to conduct full replication studies as there might not be enough time to get IRB approval within the duration of the semester. What type of IRB protocol should be applied will largely depend on the type of study in the class and the paper selection method in Step 4. For all models, instructors should carefully consider for their IRB protocol the appropriate anticipated participant pool and the explicit declaration that the data collected might be saved and published.

If students select replication studies on their own and if Model 1, 2, or 3 is chosen then a standard generic and non-specific IRB for the class can be submitted before the semester. The instructor can then resubmit, if necessary, specific study amendments to the generic IRB at the very start of the semester once students select replication paper(s). For Model 2, which conducts the full replication study after the semester ends, further IRB amendments specific to the study can be submitted post-semester.

If the instructor chooses one study for all or makes a shortlist for students to choose from, then for Model 1 a full IRB protocol specific to the selected study should be submitted well ahead of the course (pre-semester). For Models 2, 3 and 4 a generic protocol IRB for the class applied pre-semester should suffice. However, for Model 2 alone, an amendment/full IRB should be submitted post-semester to run full studies. Note that the IRB protocol is easier if the instructor pre-selects a paper/pool of papers to be replicated.

Step 7: Ensuring Quality - To ensure the highest quality of work from the students, stringent quality control measures are necessary as mitigation of possible risk factors associated with student-led replications. We highly recommend ensuring that the students complete a Responsible Conduct of Research training course and, if human subjects are involved, a Human Subjects Research Training course to minimize concerns about responsible and ethical research. We also recommend choosing an appropriate timeline for the project to ensure the students have sufficient time to conduct the replication study(ies), i.e., a full semester for Model 1 and half/full semester for the other models. Along these lines, instructors should allocate time for pre-registrations, and assignments should be prepared to support the students’ project timeline in a way that helps the students with the development or enhancement of skills needed to conduct the replication research. Planning out frequent (e.g., weekly or bi-weekly) replication project milestones to evaluate students’ progress is also a good strategy to ensure students are spending sufficient time on the assignments and not procrastinating. It also allows the teaching staff to monitor students’ progress and provide necessary feedback early on/periodically. Additionally, sufficient office hours outside of class needs to be allocated to provide ample support for the students.

The instructor will be ready to plan and conduct replications in their class after completing the seven steps of the implementation process. We acknowledge that individual contexts and circumstances may differ, and therefore, mapping planned assignments and activities to the capability, capacity, expectations, and context of the course is an essential part of the instructor’s role while implementing the Vis Repligogy framework. Allocating enough time for this and being thoughtful and flexible will also enhance the chances of successful implementation. Finally, we also highly recommend consulting and using the Replication Recipe by Brant et al. 2014 [BID14] which outlines standard criteria for conducting high-quality close replications.

4. Proof-of-Concept Implementations

In order to validate the Vis Repligogy framework, we successfully implemented the framework using Models 1 and 2 in two different advanced graduate data visualization courses. In this section we discuss these two case studies and their outcomes. In both case study implementations, the papers selected for replication reinforced the courses’ learning objectives of introducing replications and the importance of open science and aligned with the expertise of the teaching staff and the students’ backgrounds. Additionally, neither paper has a published replication thus the potential for the students’ work to contribute to the visualization community. Both papers included data and procedures that were partially or fully unavailable which reinforced to students the importance of open science. In Case Study 1, the instructor purposefully chose to have a paper with missing information in support of the course’s learning objectives including critical thinking and problem solving skills. In Case Study 2, the student chose the paper due its significance in the field as well as opportunity to generate the missing procedures and data for the community. In both cases the papers enabled the students to explore the vast space of study design and analysis possibilities for an effective replication.

4.1. Case Study 1: Replications using Model 2

The Vis Repligogy framework was implemented in an advanced data visualization seminar course focused on evaluation studies in visualization research. The course, CS 7295 “Special Topics in Data Visualization: Evaluation Methodology, Techniques, and Applications”, was taught in Fall 2020. The student population (n=7) consisted of three novice and three advanced graduate students, and one advanced undergraduate student. Based on the course and student type, Model 2 of
the framework was selected (Fig. 3). The replication study assignment was conducted in the first half of the semester, and the instructor selected the seminal “chartjunk” paper by Bateman et al. [BMG∗10] for the three student groups (n=3, n=2, and n=2) to closely replicate. This paper investigates the effects of visual embellishments on comprehension accuracy, memorability, and preference of charts. For the second half of the semester, the instructor gave the students the option to either pick for themselves a published evaluation to replicate, or to design and execute a novel evaluation study. One student group (n=2) chose to design and run a novel conceptual replication of the Bateman et al. [BMG∗10] paper based on their interests and reflection of the lessons learned from the prior three replications conducted in the first half of the semester. The study conducted in the class was a pilot study for future post-semester follow-up work. Post-semester, six out of the seven students expanded the four pilot studies conducted in the course into four full replications with as many participants as the original study. The results of these studies validated the work by Bateman et al. [BMG∗10] and provided further evidence that visual embellishments enhance memorability. These replication studies are currently being prepared for submission for publication in a peer reviewed journal. The process of this case study is illustrated in Fig. 1 and the pilot project reports, the pre-registrations for the full studies, including the results are available in the Supplemental Materials of the paper. As the timelines and procedures for Models 2, 3, and 4 are almost identical with the exception of the final goal, we assert that this Case Study 1 implementation also provides validation for Models 3 and 4 (Fig. 2) of the framework.

4.2. Case Study 2: Replication using Model 1

The Vis Repligogy framework was implemented in another advanced data visualization course focused on advanced topics in visualization not included in the college’s standard introductory visualization course. Case Study 2 was conducted in CS 7375 “Seminar in Human-Computer Interaction: Advanced Topics in Data Visualization”, was taught in Fall 2023. The student population (n=10) consisted of eight novice and two advanced graduate students. Assessing the course and student type and goal for all student final project papers to lead to publications, Model 1 of the Vis Repligogy framework was selected (Fig. 3). In this course students again worked in small groups and, unlike the previous case study, the course project was conducted over the full duration of the semester. Although the importance of replications and open science were part of the course curriculum, the completion of a replication study was not required but rather one option to satisfy the final project requirement. (The other two project options were to complete a design study, or write a visualization survey paper.) One student group (n=2) opted to conduct a replication study of the computational evaluation by Matuszewski et al. [MSM99] that compares heuristics for crossing minimization in layered networks. One student in the group was an advanced student with expertise in network visualization. The students implemented all heuristics examined by Matuszewski and recreated the datasets used as the originals were all lost. The study results were mostly consistent with Matuszewski et al. [MSM99], even when extended to larger networks. This replication is currently being prepared for submission to a peer reviewed journal. The project report of this study is provided in the Supplemental Materials at https://osf.io/ncb6d/.

5. Reflections and Recommendations

In this section, we provide additional reflection and recommendations for instructors on how to effectively implement and use the framework. We assert that these seemingly simple suggestions and considerations can help streamline the implementation experience.

Best practices for teaching replication studies in a visualization course: Based on our experience, a number of pedagogical choices stood out as helping the students conduct their studies. First, completion of Responsible Conduct of Research Training (RCR) and Human Subjects Research Training as assignments prior to conducting the studies compelled the students to learn about ethical and responsible research involving human participants and made them eligible to conduct research involving human participants for future projects or courses. Second, conducting pre-registration [CDBG20] before the pilot studies as another assignment helped the students to internalize the effort and necessary details needed to complete such registrations. It also reinforced the value of making proper study design and analysis plans ahead of time to make their research process more transparent. Therefore, allocating time for these training and pre-registrations in the form of assignments will not only benefit the students but will also aid the teaching staff in monitoring students’ progress and provide useful feedback and guidance on study design and analysis plans early on and make the process smoother.

Determining the appropriate replication project duration: For Model 1, the replication-based project should be the core of the class and span the entire semester (around 15 to 18 weeks) since a publication-quality journal/paper is the target. For Model 2, either a half or full semester can be dedicated to the replication project. In our experience with Model 2, we allocated the first half of the semester solely to replication projects, and the latter half of the semester was open to other types of projects, including replications. Reflecting back on our experience, we recommend allocating the second half of the semester to the replication project(s) as it will allow the instructor to map out assignments and lectures to teach, enhance, and/or help build necessary skills among students to increase their chances of success with the replication projects. For Models 3 and 4, it is left to the instructor’s discretion how long they want the replication project to take up during the semester. A full semester should be allocated for larger classes or for studies that are more complex and need additional time. For simpler studies or studies that can be broken down into smaller parts, a half-semester should suffice. However, if possible, allocating the whole semester to conduct the replications as a semester-long project will inevitably allow more time to map out necessary assignments and enable the students to gain contextual knowledge, practice, experience, and more confidence in the topics of the course.

Adjusting course content to optimize replication quality: We found in our implementation that weekly and bi-weekly assignments throughout the semester proved advantageous to ensure the students were equipped with the necessary knowledge to tackle each assignment/replication milestone towards completion of the project. A mix of in-class practice, assignments, and project milestones can be mapped out to adequately support the students. Caution must be executed so as to not inundate the students with too many assignments and ensure teaching staff have sufficient time to provide feedback to students. Additionally, breaking the project down into manageable portions (e.g., pre-registration, analysis plan, conducting the experiment, conducting the analysis, writing the report/paper, and submitting supplementary materials) in the form of assignments also helped check for any academic integrity violations (e.g., cheating, plagiarism, etc.). We also recommend as an instructor would do in any university course, to review assignments for academic integrity and utilize plagiarism-checking tools. Platforms such as OSF
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We also found that conducting regular in-class discussions about the work of other researchers can help students learn from their examples. However, if the instructor is willing and able to choose a model for the course, they can still change their mind during or after the semester. For example, an instructor who begins with Model 4 may later decide to migrate to Model 3 if they believe that the preliminary pilot study is not sufficient quality to disseminate. The reverse is also possible, in which the instructor switches to a different model based on the students' performance or the course objectives.

Choosing and migrating between models: This framework is designed to help instructors choose what type of class model they want to teach. Even if an instructor starts with one model, they can still change their mind during or after the semester. For example, an instructor may choose to change from Model 3 to Model 4 if they believe that the preliminary pilot study is not sufficient quality to disseminate. The reverse is also possible, in which the instructor migrates from a different model to Model 3 if they believe that the preliminary pilot study is not sufficient quality to disseminate.

Choosing and migrating between models: This framework is designed to help instructors choose what type of class model they want to teach. Even if an instructor starts with one model, they can still change their mind during or after the semester. For example, an instructor may choose to change from Model 3 to Model 4 if they believe that the preliminary pilot study is not sufficient quality to disseminate. The reverse is also possible, in which the instructor migrates from a different model to Model 3 if they believe that the preliminary pilot study is not sufficient quality to disseminate.
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